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Market Commentary: August 2021 

 
Key Regulatory Updates 
 
Infrastructure Bill: Congress's landmark $1T infrastructure bill has been the subject of 
controversy as it pertains to the crypto community, primarily because of the definition of the 
word "broker." Currently, the definition provided implicates every party involved in a 
transaction, including miners. The bill's crypto-broker tax reporting provision has the potential 
to precipitate a mass-exodus of crypto firms from the United States as much of the industry is 
not in the position to reasonably comply with the provision. Despite growing opposition, efforts 
to narrow the definition of the term "broker" have been unsuccessful to date, with the House 
set to vote on the unmodified bill in late September. Reports that Janet Yellen was lobbying 
against the bill may indicate that the Treasury's end-goal has been to control guidance on what 
constitutes a broker. Looking forward, experts state that it's unlikely the bill will be amended. 
However, floor testimonies and Treasury guidance will help prevent misinterpretation 
(CoinDesk). 
 
Regulatory Turf War: Ambiguity in regulation over the digital asset ecosystem has led to 
discourse between the SEC and CFTC. Comments made by Gary Gensler painted a picture of the 
SEC's desired involvement, with the chairperson stating that he views tokens as unregistered 
securities under SEC jurisdiction. The CFTC pushed back stating, "... the SEC has no authority 
over pure commodities or their buying and selling venues, whether or not these commodities 
are wheat, gold... or crypto." Though reports indicate lawmakers are trending towards 
declaring cryptos as being within SEC purview, enacted law will likely be required to clarify the 
jurisdiction (BTC Crypto News). 
 
 
Market Overview 
 
NFT Mania: August was one of the hottest months on record for the NFT sector as notional NFT 
sales volumes reached 117,000 ETH, a month over month increase of over 200%. Weekly trade 
volumes for art and collectibles made all-time highs, while aggregate sales volumes spiked to 
$1B during the third week of August. The uptick in demand in NFT art and collectibles was 
primarily driven by three headline projects: CryptoPunks, Art Blocks, and Bored Ape Yacht Club, 
which produced nearly 90% of NFT art and collectibles trade volume during the month (The 
Block Crypto). Notably, CryptoPunks eclipsed an impressive milestone achieving over $1B in 
lifetime volume (Decrypt). Even Visa contributed to the NFT buying spree during the month of 
August, purchasing a CryptoPunk NFT for $150,000, citing that the company believes NFTs will 
"play an important role in the future of retail, social media, entertainment and commerce 
(MSN)." 
 

https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/9lwnkp
https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/9lwnkp
https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/vzjelv
https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/j720xe
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The Axie Infinity phenomena reached new heights in August as the platform achieved record 
sales volumes and revenue. The popular play-to-earn platform generated approximately $364 
million in protocol revenue during the month, while AXS token gained nearly 100% (Crypto 
Briefing). Currently, AXS token has gained an impressive 14,000% on the year. Additionally, the 
platform surpassed $1B in revenue during the beginning of the month achieving over 2.5 
million in lifetime Axis sales (Yahoo Finance). 
 
The bull run comes as the latest iteration of a cyclical, but maturing NFT market. Awareness of 
the sector is reaching all-time-highs as high-profile personalities such as Tom Brady (Forbes) 
and Stephen Curry (Markets Insider) publicly enter the space, whether through developing 
their own platforms or buying popular projects. The increase in demand drove record 
secondary market sales in the month. However, a cessation in demand going into September 
indicates that August's record volume may have been enabled primarily by long-term holders 
taking profit. We expect the cyclicality to continue in similar fashion moving forward with 
bigger numbers going into the next NFT bull market. 
 
Ethereum Killers: "Ethereum-Killers" dominated performance charts in August. The confluence 
of an increase in DeFi volume, Ethereum congestion and uncertainty from the London Hard 
Fork proved to be the perfect catalyst to drive alt-blockchain speculation. Cardano (ADA, 
+107%), Solana (SOL, +200%), Terra (LUNA, +190%), and Avalanche (AVAX, +250%) were the 
four most notable gainers in the class, each blockchain offering a proposal of enhanced 
scalability, transactional capabilities and lower fees (CoinDesk). Solana's move into NFT's with 
Degenerate Apes and high-profile DeFi projects (Nasdaq) along with Cardano's new smart-
contract functionality (CoinTelegraph) added excitement and demand for the two, driving the 
tokens to third and seventh, respectively, by market capitalization. Though considerable 
thought has been given by the community as to the Ethereum-replacement potential of these 
alt-blockchains, we do expect Ethereum to retain its market-leading position as we believe the 
sheer volume of DeFi applications being built upon the blockchain gives it staying power, and 
its upgrades will provide a solid foundation for development trends to continue. 
 
Ethereum's London Hard Fork: A pivotal shift in the Ethereum blockchain occurred on August 
5th as the London Hard Fork went into effect. The fork is the latest in a series of steps to move 
the blockchain toward a "proof-of-stake" consensus mechanism, which is expected to be 
completed either later this year or early 2022. EIP-1599, a particular proposal within the  
 
upgrade, changes the fee structure for transactions on the Ethereum blockchain. In addition to 
aiming to provide a more stable fee structure, EIP-1599 burns a small portion of the fees, in 
turn creating a deflationary pressure on the network’s token (Reuters). After just one month 
since the proposal had been implemented, more than $682M ETH had been burned, while fees 
continued to remain elevated. Ethereum gained an impressive 25% during the month. 
 

https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/zvjwej
https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/zvjwej
https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/pvj49v
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2021/08/29/why-tom-bradys-nft-platform-autograph-is-going-to-be-fire/?sh=3dd442546f22
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/currencies/steph-curry-nft-bored-ape-yacht-club-180000-ethereum-nba-2021-8
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/09/01/solanas-sol-token-nearly-tripled-in-august-as-investors-bet-on-ethereum-killers/
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/5-reasons-why-solana-sol-keeps-climbing-2021-08-31
https://cointelegraph.com/news/cardano-launches-smart-contracts-after-successful-hard-fork
https://sendfox.com/trk/click/p57d0w8v/k7no8d
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Breaking Down the Basis 
 
The average Bitcoin futures annualized rolling quarterly basis across crypto exchanges 
fluctuated around 6-7% to start the month, steadily climbing throughout the period to 7-9%. 
This comes as the Bitcoin itself rose around 14%, leading us to assume that Bitcoin's monthly 
gain was likely derived from continued institutional spot purchasing. Bitcoin's rally from late-
July lows has been accompanied by broader crypto market strength, seeing gains across Ether, 
alt-coins and DeFi in addition to Bitcoin. Contingent upon continued strength throughout 
September derived from institutional purchasing, we may see a continued rally and an 
upwardly-drifting basis. 
 
 


